FOOD SAFETY

Monitoring

PROACTIVE FOOD SAFETY
Food safety and quality control programs are critical to protect your brand and grow your
business. These programs are aimed at improving quality standards and control, reducing losses
from spoilage, and avoiding negative publicity resulting from a food safety incident. But most
rely on manual monitoring, which at best gives you point-in-time snapshots, leaving you feeling
in the dark and unable to manage food safety risk.
TempAlert’s wireless sensors enable you to gain real-time insights into all your locations. With
our remote monitoring system, you gain actionable insight and automate checklists to ensure
compliance, quality control, and risk management.
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Sensor data is sent to our cloud-based Insights™ platform. Here, you gain operational transparency and prioritize
your response in real-time.

MAKE SMARTER DECISIONS
TempAlert puts you in control of your operations and lets you make faster, more knowledgeable decisions
about your business. This means better experiences for your customers and improved regulatory compliance
for your business.

TempAlert Difference
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COLLABORATIVE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Manage food safety compliance and automate HACCP checklists with the world’s first collaborative remote
monitoring system. TempAlert helps multi-site teams manage the workflows associated with temperature
excursions, compliance logging, and reporting. From within our Insights™ platform, team members can
schedule automated reports, assign incident ownership, and prioritize alerts based on security. Team members
and managers can remain up-to-date on active incidents in real-time.

WIRE-FREE
TempAlert’s wire-free solution dramatically reduces installation costs and preserves the integrity and warranty
of refrigerators and freezers. Our patented wireless sensors deliver a breakthrough in battery life, lasting five
years on two AA batteries. Wireless sensors are combined with wireless screens that eliminate running wires
through the fridge seal. Monitoring systems deploy in minutes and offer flexible communication through
Ethernet or Cellular.

PROACTIVE INSIGHTS
TempAlert enhances your organization’s visibility so you can make more informed decisions about product
quality and food safety compliance. Our patented simulation technology enables proactive alerts based on
actual product temperature, rather than air temperature, reducing false alarms and helping you take action
when product is at risk. TempAlert is built for the most demanding enterprise environments, where security,
scalability, and manageability are required for program success.

Start getting insights today.
Call (866) 524-3540

Wireless Sensors

Monitoring Platform

Bluetooth Probe & Checklist

Plug and play sensors provide real-time
monitoring of fridges and freezers.

TempAlert’s Insights™ platform enables
you to remotely manage your sensor
network and generate reports and alerts.

TempAlert’s Bluetooth Probe
improves HACCP efficiency and
works with our checklist and task
management app.

ABOUT TEMPALERT
Founded in 2005, TempAlert transforms
how organizations sense, monitor, and make
decisions. Using the Internet of Things (IoT),
TempAlert changes the way organizations
approach compliance, quality, and efficiency.
TempAlert automates monitoring for food
safety, pharmacy safety, product quality, and
preventative equipment maintenance. Today,
TempAlert has earned the trust of the most
critical government, commercial, and nonprofit institutions in the world. Our systems
enable real-time sensor-driven decisions at
over 2,000 organizations in 75 countries.
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